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Current banking provisions leave
an estimated 2.5 billion (Chaia, Goland, Schiff, 2010) adults worldwide without access to a formal
bank account. This means they are
deprived of the opportunity to save
and to borrow money at the best,
regulated rates. Whilst 2.2 billion of
these underserved adults reside in
developing markets such as Africa,
Asia and Latin America (Chaia et
al, 2010), there are also 106 million
adults in North America (Ashoka,
2013) and 1.5 million in Britain
(FIC, 2016) without the necessary
banking provisions.
These individuals may be from
low income families, with no creEJUIJTUPSZ5IFZNBZIBWFOPÊYFE
abode, choosing to live in unconventional accommodation such a boats
or caravans, or may be refugees, or
internally displaced people who

DBOOPU QSPWJEF GPSNBM JEFOUJÊDBtion. Furthermore, segments of the
populace who are unable to leverage
technological developments such as
online and mobile banking may also
ÊOE UIFNTFMWFT JTPMBUFE GSPN UIFTF
rapidly growing credit channels.
It is these individuals who are
EFÊOFEBTjUIFVOEFSCBOLFEk
Their inability to access traditioOBMÊOBODJBMQSPWJTJPOTDBO JOQBSU 
CFEVFUPEJGÊDVMUZJOQSPWJEJOHUIF
PGÊDJBM JEFOUJUZ WFSJÊDBUJPO EPDVmentation that is necessary to open
a bank account. This paper will therefore explore a number of barriers
that the underbanked face when looking to provide identity documents
and the positive impact new technology can play in capturing and stoSJOHQSPPGPGJEFOUJÊDBUJPO
The inability to open a traditional bank account restricts someone’s
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Bien que l’activité
bancaire trouve ses origines dans l’octroi de
ÊOBODFNFOUTBVYQBZsans, puis plus tard aux
hommes d’affaires de
toute l’Italie (Beattie,
2017), une institution
ÊOBODJ±SFDIFSDIBJU
alors et cherche encore
aujourd’hui rendre
accessible à tous des
ÊOBODFNFOU©EFT
prix équitables et de
manière responsable.
Une institution qui
limite ses options de
ÊOBODFNFOU©DFSUBJOFT
catégories de la population, élimine non
seulement des sources
de revenus potentiels,
mais aussi remet en
cause l’objectif d’une
banque qui consiste
à soutenir divers secteurs de l’économie.

opportunity to build a credit score,
which is necessary if one is to present
oneself as a reputable and trustworthy borrower. Therefore, many underbanked individuals are deprived
of the opportunity to take out mortgages, access savings products, and
utilise credit provisions from stanEBSE ÊOBODJBM TFSWJDF QSPWJEFST
Those who want to borrow are forced to seek alternative methods of
ÊOBODFTVDIBTjQBZEBZMPBOTk4VDI
loans can see an average APR of
627.9%1 and fall outside consumer
protection schemes such as the FSCS
Deposit Guarantee Scheme (FSCS,
2017) and do not comply with the
wide array of regulations that tradiUJPOBM ÊOBODJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT BEIFSF
to. The underbanked then become
trapped in a cycle whereby they cannot build the necessary credit score
UP BDDFTT USBEJUJPOBM ÊOBODJOH 5IJT
paper will discuss how innovative
approaches to credit scoring could
CFOFÊU UIF VOEFSCBOLFE BOE IFMQ
them to build a holistic score that is
BDDFQUFECZUSBEJUJPOBMÊOBODJBMJOTtitutions.

a policy eliminate potential revenue
streams, it challenges the purpose
PG B CBOL JO ÊOBODJBMMZ TVQQPSUJOH
diverse segments of the economy.
As such, this paper will explore the
CFOFÊUTGPSBÊOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOPG
FYUFOEJOH ÊOBODJOH UP UIF VOEFSbanked, and how emerging technologies can be used to capitalise on
UIFTF CFOFÊUT XIJMF NJUJHBUJOH UIF
associated risks.
“…inclusion is not always about
the poor and ‘invisible’, it’s about
equal opportunities to access various
kinds of products and services, to
knowledge, innovation and the ability to make an educated choice.”
(Mesropyan, 2017)
Given that an estimated 1.1 billion
QFPQMF MJWF XJUIPVU BO PGÊDJBMMZ
recognised identity (ID2020, 2017)
many underbanked customers are
unable to prove either their identity,
PSUIFJSDSFEJUXPSUIJOFTT UPÊOBODJBM
TFSWJDFTÊSNT

Inhibitors for the
underbanked

To open a UK bank account, it
is necessary to provide two forms of
documentation: proof of identity and
proof of a current UK address. The
following are examples of satisfactory
documentation:

The personal cost to individuals
XIP DBOOPU BDDFTT NBJOTUSFBN Ênance is not the only question to
consider of course. The moral and
ÊOBODJBMJNQMJDBUJPOTGPSBOJOTUJUVUJPO UIBU MJNJUT ÊOBODJOH UP DFSUBJO
segments of the population should
also have weight. Not only does such
1 On a £200 loan over 3 months (KnowYourMoney, 2017)

Inability to Provide
Official Identity
Documentation

•

Full and valid UK or foreign
passport

•

Full UK or foreign driving
licence

•

Student ID card

•

UK mortgage statement
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Sans le soutien d’une
institution traditionnelle qui fournit un
compte bancaire, les
personnes « non-bancarisées » sont incapables d’accéder à des
prestations d’épargne
ou de crédit qui permettent de construire
VOIJTUPSJRVFÊOBOcier et une cote de
solvabilité. Cependant,
BÊORVFDFTQFSTPOOFT
puissent accéder aux
services bancaires,
elles doivent fournir
la preuve qu’elles sont
solvables et qu’elles
disposent d’une idenUJU²W²SJÊBCMF

•

Council tax bill

•

TV license or direct debit
schedule (Barclays A, 2017)

However, one should note that
providing such documentation
DBSSJFT EJGÊDVMUJFT GPS NBOZ PG
the underbanked. Firstly, many
JEFOUJÊDBUJPO EPDVNFOUT BSF FJUIFS
too costly to obtain or irrelevant for
those in low income households. For
example, those who do not have the
necessary funds to travel abroad or
own a personal vehicle may not hold
either a passport or driving license.
Furthermore, proof of student
JEFOUJÊDBUJPO SFRVJSFT UIF QFSTPO
to be in further education, either at
college or university level. However
18 year-olds from disadvantaged
backgrounds are nearly 2.5 times
less likely to enter higher education
UIBOUIFJSNPSFBGËVFOUDPVOUFSQBSUT
(OFFA, 2017), and mature students
may not be able to access funding
for a course unless they can commit
to full time study (Shaw, 2010) –
something not possible for those
looking to continue supporting a
family.
Where identity documentation
JT IFME  UIFSF BSF GVSUIFS EJGÊDVMUJFT
JO UIF WFSJÊDBUJPO QSPDFTT BT UIF
majority of banks are unable to verify
accounts outside of their branch
network. However, because 1,032
UK bank branches have been closed
in the last 2 years (Boyce, 2016),
prospective customers may be forced
to travel many miles to their nearest
branch and to attend an appointment
within work hours.

Evidently this would cause
EJGÊDVMUZGPSBMMDVTUPNFST)PXFWFS 
for those on low income or with no
ÊYFE BCPEF  UIF BCJMJUZ UP BUUFOE
these appointments may be further
hampered by their lack of personal
USBOTQPSU  PS CZ JOËFYJCMF XPSLJOH
arrangements. Those in developing
nations, where branches are more
EJTQFSTFE BOE BDDFTT UP PGÊDJBM
documentation may be even
more costly, due to government
JOFGÊDJFODJFTPSDPSSVQUJPO ÊOEUIBU
UIFTBNFQSPCMFNTBSFNBHOJÊFE"MM
of this means that the underbanked
are often unable to open a traditional
bank account in order to begin their
saving and borrowing journey since
no bank is comfortable with the risk
PGMFOEJOHUP PSIPMEJOHUIFÊOBODFT
of, an ‘unknown’ customer.

Inability to Build
a Credit Rating
This creates a catch-22 situation
where borrowing cannot be extended
as there is no history on which to
base a credit decision. Those who
are unable to open a traditional bank
account from a young age become
locked out of the system and, as
the period of exclusion grows, the
likelihood of their accessing funding
in the future decreases.
-FBWJOH  USBEJUJPOBM ÊOBODJBM
products on one side, the underbanked
may be also disadvantaged by lack of
access to other routes that contribute
to a credit score. These include:
monthly mobile phone plans,
internet subscriptions, electoral
roll registration, house moves, and
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Cela crée un cercle
WJDJFVYPÁMFDS²EJUOF
peut pas être accordé
puisqu’il n’y a aucun
historique sur lequel
baser une décision.
Ceux qui n’ont pas
accès aux comptes
bancaires traditionnels
dès leur plus jeune âge
se retrouvent exclus du
système et, à mesure
que la durée de l’exclusion augmente, la probabilité qu’ils accèdent
©VOÊOBODFNFOU©
l’avenir diminue.

Il est de la responsabilité des banques
d’évaluer la solvabilité
et les exigences d’un
emprunteur potentiel
et de décider s’il est
prudent d’avancer les
fonds.

timely bill payments (MAS, 2017).
Those from low income families
may not be able to afford an internet
connection, or pay-monthly mobile
DPOUSBDUT5IPTFXJUIOPÊYFEBCPEF
or recent immigrants may have a
limited record of accommodation
and not be on the electoral register.
In addition, those who have found
EJGÊDVMUZ JO BEPQUJOH NPSF POMJOF
and digital business channels, as well
as mobile banking provisions, may
not be able to process payments and
set up facilities such as direct debits,
thus affecting their ability to manage
their funds with regular repayments.
However it is not only those who
are unable to build a credit score
who are disadvantaged but also those
who have a low credit score – which
impacts not only whether they can
borrow but also how much, and at
what cost. Therefore, those who may
SFRVJSF ÊOBODJOH BU NPSF BGGPSEBCMF
rates are often prohibited from
accessing it – forcing them to utilise
JOTVGÊDJFOU CPSSPXJOH BU B IJHIFS
cost.

Moral Responsibility
vs Profit Pressure
It is the responsibility of banks
to assess the creditworthiness and
requirement of a potential borrower
and to decide whether it is prudent to
advance monies. In such a decision,
one must also consider the moral and
reputational conditions around the
SFRVFTU5IJTJTSFËFDUFEJOUIFXBZ
many banks close the accounts of
persons linked to nefarious activities
and of businesses that operate in

sanctioned countries, but also – more
positively – in campaigns to offer
ÊOBODJOH UP TPDJBMMZSFTQPOTJCMF
businesses and for socially desirable
projects.
In doing this, banks must
formulate their own internal guidance
on where these boundaries and
opportunities lie, as well as seeking
counsel from governments, NGOs,
and lobbyists. However, whilst
pressure has been exerted on banks
to, for example, exit relationships
with companies associated with
palm oil production (Paddison,
  UP JODSFBTF ÊOBODJOH UP
SMEs (Qell Group, 2017), to desist
in dealing with those associated
with the gambling (Wessex, 2011)
and to promote green bond funds
(Deutsche Bank, 2015), there has
been limited pressure for banks to
increase their appetite for serving the
underbanked.
This is in some part due to the
perceived risk/return value of an
underbanked client, in which the
potential for a low-income earner to
not repay borrowing is deemed to be
greater than the possibility of tapping
a larger revenue stream, should the
client be assisted with transitioning
to the middle-income bracket.
Similarly, since methods of assessing
the borrower risk remain limited to
traditional credit scoring and the
collection of a limited number of
documents, those who fall outside
this scope are unable to demonstrate
UIFJS USVF SJTL QSPÊMF 5IFSFGPSF
they are provided with the default
‘computer says no’ response that is
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"ÊOEFGBDJMJUFSMk²WBluation de la solvabilité
FUMBW²SJÊDBUJPOTBOT
encombres de l’identité
des « non-bancarisés »,
MFTJOTUJUVUJPOTÊOBOcières doivent développer leurs méthodes
de collecte de données
et élargir l’éventail des
documents acceptés.
Pour ce faire, elles
pourraient envisager
d’utiliser les technologies biométriques
et de blockchain
BÊOEFGBWPSJTFSMB
saisie et le stockage
de ces documents et
également faciliter la
collaboration entre les
banques et le partage
des données.

all too familiar to the underbanked.
The upshot is that the inability
to provide identity documentation
and build up a credit score inhibits
the underbanked from utilising
traditional banking provision. In
addition, it limits potential revenue
streams for institutions that, due
to slowdowns in global markets,
increasing regulatory requirements
and competitive pressure from
the o½bO}µ ÊOBODJBM UFDIOPMPHZ
DPNQBOJFT  JODSFBTJOHMZ ÊOE UIFJS
margins under pressure. Institutions
need to strike a balance between
meeting shareholder expectations
and having too much risk appetite,
and to understand how segments,
such as the underbanked, can be
responsibility served.
This paper will explore how the
growth of emerging technologies,
and innovative application of digital
TFSWJDFT XJUIJO UIF XJEFS ÊOBODJBM
ecosystem, brings new opportunities
UPJNQSPWFÊOBODJBMJODMVTJPOGPSUIF
underbanked whilst mitigating the
associated risks.

Biometrics and
Blockchain Technology:
Identity Documentation
Capture and Storage
In order to facilitate frictionless
JEFOUJUZ WFSJÊDBUJPO GPS UIF
VOEFSCBOLFE  ÊOBODJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT
must expand their data collection
methods and the range of accepted
documents. To do this, they could
look to implement biometric and
blockchain technology to aid
the capture and storage of these

documents and also better facilitate
cross-bank collaboration and data
sharing.

Biometric Technology
– The Basics
This is most easily seen in
common biometric applications
TVDIBTÊOHFSQSJOUBOEJSJTTDBOOFST
" ÊOHFSQSJOU TDBOOFS VTFT JOGSBSFE
waves to map a person’s unique
ÊOHFSQSJOU  FODSZQU UIF EBUB JOUP
a string of 1’s and 0’s, and then
store the digital representation of
UIF ÊOHFSQSJOU XJUIJO UIF EFWJDFkT
memory. When one wishes to
access the phone, this digital record
DBO CF BDDFTTFE BOE WFSJÊFE CZ
QSFTFOUJOH UIF SFRVJSFE ÊOHFS POUP
the touchpad.
The above is an example of singlefactor authentication, in which
one attribute must be presented.
However there is a growing move
towards multi-factor authentication
where multiple attributes must be
presented in order to gain access
to an account, device, or product.
In this, users are prompted to
provide something they know (e.g. a
password); something they are/have
FH B ÊOHFSQSJOU  BOE TPNFUIJOH
they do (e.g. typing pattern). This is
an augmentation of the traditional
password-only
account
access,
XIJDIÊOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOTSFRVJSFE
for their online and early mobile
PGGFSJOH )PXFWFS  EVF UP B DPOËJDU
between cybersecurity concerns and
customer pressure to streamline
account access, the majority of banks
now offer some level of multi-factor
authentication.
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Biometric Solutions
for Identity Collection
and Verification

-kJEFOUJÊDBUJPOQBS
smartphone, qui
couvrirait 81% des
adultes au RoyaumeUni, facilite l’accès des
personnes « non-bancarisées » à un compte
bancaire. Les avantages
EFMkJEFOUJÊDBUJPOWJB
application mobile
sont particulièrement
adaptés aux marchés
²NFSHFOUT PÁTVSMFT
2,2 milliards d’adultes
sans accès aux services
bancaires traditionnels,
environ 46% de la
population possède un
smartphone (GSMA,
2016). De ce fait, la
prolifération des téléphones mobiles – associée à une préférence
de 93% des consommateurs pour la biométrie
par rapport aux mots
de passe – peut aider
ceux qui vivent dans
des zones reculées à
accéder à des produits
ÊOBODJFST

HSBC (HSBC, 2017) was an
early pioneer in voice biometrics
for telephone bank account access
and Lloyds introduced TouchID
ÊOHFSQSJOUBDDFTT UPJUTNPCJMFBQQ
in 2016 (Fintech Ranking, 2016)
capitalising on the way in which
ÊOHFSQSJOU SFBEFST PO TNBSUQIPOFT
had become increasingly common
(Deloitte A, 2016). Whilst the
majority of this innovation focusses
on account access for those who have
existing bank accounts, advances are
also being made in using biometric
BVUIFOUJDBUJPO BOE WFSJÊDBUJPO UP
JNQSPWFBDDFTTUPÊOBODJBMQSPWJTJPO
for the underbanked.
An example of the cycle of
small improvements that aims to
SFNFEZ UIF EJGÊDVMUZ JO CSBODI
based authentication can be seen
at challenger bank Monzo, which
uses facial recognition technology
within their mobile-only offering
to on-board all customers. Monzo
customers are required to provide a
photo (taken using their mobile) as
POFQJFDFPGJEFOUJÊDBUJPOBTXFMMBTB
WJEFPjTFMÊFk5IFJSJEFOUJUZJTWFSJÊFE
using face matching technology and
an account can be requested and
opened within 7 days.
This means that, for those able
UP QSPWJEF B GPSN PG WFSJÊDBUJPO
with a smartphone, which 81% of
UK adults are (Deloitte B, 2016),
Monzo removes the obstacle of inperson branch account opening.

That gives the underbanked
quicker, easier access to a bank
account. The advantages of mobileCBTFE JEFOUJÊDBUJPO DPMMFDUJPO BSF
especially relevant within developing
markets where, of the 2.2 billion
adults without access to traditional
banking services, an estimated 46%
of the population own a smartphone
(GSMA, 2016). Given this, the
proliferation of mobiles – together
with a 93% consumer preference
for
biometrics over passwords
(Ball, 2017) – can help those who
MJWF JO SFNPUF BSFBT BDDFTT ÊOBODJBM
products.

The Impact of Biometric
Technology for the
Underbanked
Three pioneering projects are:
the ID2020 global project, the
UK government’s GOV.UK Verify
initiative, and India’s Aadhaar
project. These aspire to create digital
identities that can be stored on a
national database and accessed by
DPSQPSBUFTBOEÊOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOT
GPS JEFOUJUZ WFSJÊDBUJPO "BEIBBS 
which is a unique personal 12-digit
identity number, has been provided
to over 99% of all Indian citizens
(Wikipedia, 2017) and includes
personal information such as name,
address and birth date but also
biometric information with 10
ÊOHFS TDBOT BOE BO FZF TDBO 5IJT
data can be used by all citizens as a
HPWFSONFOUTVQQPSUFEJEFOUJÊDBUJPO
document. Similarly, the GOV.UK
Verify scheme (GDS, 2017) and
ID2020 (ID2020, 2017) projects
BRINGING IN THE UNDERBANKED
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Les projets de vériÊDBUJPOOVN²SJRVF
fourniraient aux
personnes « non-bancarisées », qu’elles
soient issues des pays
développés ou en développement, une pièce
d’identité qui pourrait
être acceptée par les
JOTUJUVUJPOTÊOBODJ±SFT
Ceci, combiné avec les
progrès de la banque
multi-canal, pourraient
offrir un accès sans
encombres aux non
ou mal-bancarisées.
Malgré cela, il convient
de souligner que pour
ceux qui n’ont pas de
EPNJDJMJFÊYF EkBVUSFT
étapes peuvent s’avérer
O²DFTTBJSFTBÊOEF
DPOUPVSOFSMBEJGÊDVMU²
liée à la précarité de
leur lieu de résidence.
Cependant, la nature
numérique du projet
fait que celui-ci est
plus adapté à des
mises à jour en temps
réel grâce à des applications mobiles et à la
localisation par GPS.

look to provide a nationally accepted
proof of identity to all citizens at zero
cost to the consumer.
These projects would provide the
underbanked, whether in a developed
or developing nation, with an identity
document that could be accepted by
ÊOBODJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT 5IJT  QBJSFE
with advancements in omni-channel
banking, could provide frictionless
access to banking provisions for
the underbanked. Despite this, one
should note that for those with no
ÊYFE BCPEF  GVSUIFS TUFQT NBZ CF
required in order to accommodate
their unsettled location. However
the digital nature of the project may
more easily lend itself to real-time
updates through mobile and GPS
tracking.

Blockchain Technology
– The Basics
Blockchain
technology
was
conceived in a 2008 whitepaper
proposed
by
an
anonymous
creator using the pen-name Satoshi

Nakamoto. It underpins the
cryptocurrency bitcoin, an electronic
peer-to-peer cash system. However
the value of blockchain technology
has since been recognised outside
of this application and is now being
FYQMPSFE CZ ÊOBODJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT
worldwide, including its potential
to improve provisions for the
underbanked.
A blockchain is a shared ledger
that records transactions and
distributes an updated copy to all
participants in the network, in nearreal time. Transactions are grouped
together in blocks and connected
UP QSFWJPVTMZ WFSJÊFE CMPDLT JO
order to form an immutable chain
that records the entire history of
transactions – hence the term blockchain (diagram 1).
The transactions within each
CMPDL BSF WFSJÊFE UP FOTVSF UIBU
those who are attempting to send
funds have the required amount in
their accounts. Then, those who

Diagram 1:

(Image: Tara Annison)
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Si la création d’une
identité numérique
offre de nombreuses
opportunités aux
personnes « non-bancarisées », elle s’accompagne d’un risque
accru de vol d’identité
par le biais de cyberattaques. En tant que
telle, la technologie
de blockchain permet
de protéger l’identité
grâce au recours à un
registre distribué et
JNNVBCMF W²SJÊ²
par la cryptographie,
laquelle fournit une
seule source de vérité,
sans aucune défaillance.

help to maintain the blockchain
network (called miners), must solve
a mathematical problem associated
with the particular block in order to
be able to add it onto the chain. This
helps the network reach consensus
BTTJHOJÊDBOUDPNQVUJOHFGGPSUNVTU
be employed by the miners to ensure
only valid blocks are added to the
blockchain. Once a solution is found,
it is broadcast to the wider network
and consensus can be reached.
After this point, new transactions
are added to another block and the
process begins again.
Crucially, and unlike traditional
ledgers employed within the
ÊOBODJBM TFSWJDFT JOEVTUSZ  UIFSF JT
no single copy of the ledger – it is
distributed to all participants in the
network, without the need for a
central counter-party. This helps to
provide the security of a blockchain
because there is no single point of
failure and anyone attempting to

‘hack’ the blockchain would need to
hack every copy of the blockchain in
existence.

Blockchain Solutions
to Identity Storage
*NQPSUBOUMZ  UIJT WFSJÊDBUJPO DBO
be completed without the content
of the underlying asset being made
visible to all on the network. This
is achieved by encrypting the
information before it is uploaded.
The decryption keys are shared
between the asset owner e.g. the
individual and a trusted stakeholder
e.g. a benevolent government. As
such, access to the underlying
content can only be granted should
both the asset owner and stakeholder
agree. Furthermore, developments in
blockchain technology through zeroknowledge proofs (diagram 2) and
DPOÊEFOUJBM USBOTBDUJPOT DBO BMMPX
for information to be validated in
encrypted form, allowing for digital

Diagram 2:

(Image: Tara Annison)
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En établissant des
cotes de solvabilité
pour les personnes
« no-bancarisées », les
banques peuvent tirer
parti de la modélisation statistique des
QSPÊMTEFSJTRVFRVJ
intègrent une grande
variété d’indicateurs.
Elles pourraient aussi
potentiellement utiliser
la technologie du
blockchain comme une
alternative moins coûteuse à l’infrastructure
existante. On estime
que les applications de
blockchain peuvent
faire économiser aux
banques environ $
20 milliards par an,
à travers des gains
EkFGÊDJFODFEBOTMFT
« middle- et back
PGÊDF ZDPNQSJTEFT
coûts réduits de traitement des transactions.
Par conséquent, il
QPVSSBJUEFWFOJSÊOBOcièrement possible
d’octroyer des prêts de
microcrédit aux « nonbancarisés », si les
banques, aidées par le
blockchain et d’autres
technologies émergentes, opéraient dans
un contexte de coûts
moins élevés.

identity stored on a blockchain to
CF WFSJÊFE CZ B UIJSE QBSUZ XJUIPVU
revealing the details of the underlying
identity information.
Examples of blockchain use for
identity storage include the secure
identity platform Civic (Civic, 2017)
and an initiative led by SecureKey
Technologies and IBM (IBM, 2017)
who have partnered with leading
CBOLTJO$BOBEBUPCVJMEUIFÊSTUFWFS
digital identity network, allowing for
UIFDSPTTSFGFSFODJOHBOEWFSJÊDBUJPO
of identities across banks. That
means that, should someone be
able to provide their digital identity
to a bank in Canada, it can also be
shared across all other participants in
the network in a secure, immutable
format. For the underbanked, this
secure and distributed network
alongside initiatives such as Gov.
UK Verify, provides the opportunity
to share their digital identity across
institutions. This will reduce
costs associated with multiple
documentation requests and allow
HSFBUFSBDDFTTUPBOBSSBZPGÊOBODJBM
products.
However, whilst these innovations
look to provide a source of digital
identity for the underbanked, a
challenge remains around how the
underbanked can provide assurance
of their creditworthiness to a
ÊOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPO

Blockchain Solutions
to Identity Storage
As the use of mobile phones
has increased exponentially, so
interactions on social media and on

applications such as Whatsapp and
WeChat have become a dominant
form of communication. Technology
companies have taken advantage
of the data collected by such
interactions to provide a holistic
QFSTPOBMSJTLQSPÊMF5XPDPNQBOJFT
that utilise such data to provide an
alternative credit score are Tala and
DeMyst Data.

Holistic Credit Scoring
Tala (Tala, 2017) is a mobile
CBTFE ÊOUFDI ÊOBODJBM UFDIOPMPHZ
company) that provides microÊOBODJOH JO EFWFMPQJOH NBSLFUT *U
BTTFTTFTUIFSJTLQSPÊMFPGDVTUPNFST
VTJOHUIFJSNPCJMFQIPOFQSPÊMF#Z
analysing over 10,000 data points
per customer including regularity
of calls to family and friends,
HFPHSBQIJDBM MPDBUJPO  ÊOBODF
related apps on the device, and size
PG TVQQPSU OFUXPSL  ÊOBODJOH DBO
be extended to borrowers within
2 minutes, after asking only 8
questions (Adams, 2016). Whilst
the app initially saw default rates of
50-60%, an augmentation of the risk
algorithms later reduced this to less
than 10% and has resulted in some
interesting repayment metrics:
• High regular travel patterns
are linked to increases in
repayment rates of 4%
• Regular contact with the
same family and friends is
correlated with a 6% uptick
in repayment rates
• A high number of contacts
with whom the client is in
regular context is associated
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Les banques jouent
un rôle pivot dans
l’économie et dans
les opportunités qui
s’offrent dans la vie
d’un individu. Les
« non-bancarisées »
auxquelles on donne
VOBDD±T©EFTÊOBOcements auraient une
opportunité d’emprunter pour acheter des
biens et des services à
coûts plus élevés, tels
que des véhicules ou
des formations supplémentaires. Ils auraient
également accès à des
produits d’épargne sûrs
et à des services bancaires en ligne. Dans
l’ensemble, les banques
offriraient aux « nonbancarisées » une
opportunité d’élever
leur degré d’accomplissement et leur niveau
EFTUBCJMJU²ÊOBOcière. Il y a aussi une
dimension morale : les
décisions de crédit des
banques peuvent avoir
VOJNQBDUTJHOJÊDBUJG
sur la qualité de la vie
et les opportunités que
l’on peut avoir.

with a boost in repayment
rates of 9% (Siroya, 2016)
For the underbanked this
provides an opportunity to access
ÊOBODJOH PVUTJEF UIF USBEJUJPOBM
lending model, at affordable rates,
and to build a traditional credit
score. For Tala it provides margins
comparable to those seen at
traditional institutions – and all from
a segment deemed ‘too risky’ to bank.
Another company looking to
harness mobile data for credit
scoring is Demyst Data. It aims to
combine both internal and external
data sources in order to build the
DSFEJU QSPÊMF PG B DVTUPNFS 5IJT
includes data from governments,
from geolocation services and
from social media platforms, email
and networks. Corporations who
leverage the technology have seen
a 20% increase in new customers
with the same risk level and 45%
fraud reduction (Demyst Data,
2017). As such, the implementation
of technologies such as this by
ÊOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOTDPVMEBMMPXUIF
underbanked to demonstrate their
USVF SJTL QSPÊMF CZ MFWFSBHJOH UIF
plethora of data available, moving
CFZPOEUIFPWFSTJNQMJÊFEUSBEJUJPOBM
credit score.

Micropayments
This is where a short-term, small
(sub $1,000) loan is extended –
representing a low capital expense for
the bank but providing the borrower
with the opportunity to repay funds
– therefore possibly improving their
credit score.

"OFYBNQMFPGBÊOUFDIVUJMJTJOH
micropayments to credit score is
Company Mission Asset Fund. It
FYUFOEFE NJDSPÊOBODJOH UP 
low-income
individuals
based
solely on the security provided by
signed promissory notes. Of the 260
borrowers which San Francisco State
University studied in a two-year
review of the project, the average
credit score increased by 168 points
to reach 603 points (Ashoka, 2013).
This allows a segment of
the underbanked to access nonUSBEJUJPOBM
ÊOBODJOH
XIJMTU
improving their credit score. That
boosts the possibility that, should
UIFZ MBUFS BQQMZ GPS B ÊOBODJBM
product with a traditional institution,
their request will be accepted.
However, the incumbents are
currently restricted in their ability
UP PGGFS NJDSPÊOBODJOH CFDBVTF
of high overhead costs. These are a
SFTVMU PG JOFGÊDJFOU CBDLFOE DSFEJU
processing, primitive risk models
that require high levels of capital
to be ring-fenced for those within
the underbanked category, and of
expensive monitoring processes for
account utilisation and repayment
tracking. However, many institutions
are now exploring blockchain
technology
as
a
lower-cost
alternative to existing infrastructure,
and as a replacement for heritage
systems. Existing systems are
unable to leverage technological
BEWBODFNFOUTEVFUPUIFJSJOËFYJCMF
design and as such cannot take
advantage of innovations. However
implementations of blockchain
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technology are estimated to save
banks an estimated $20billion a year
(Perez, 2015) in middle-to-back
PGÊDFFGÊDJFODJFT JODMVEJOHSFEVDFE
transaction
processing
costs.
5IFSFGPSFJUDPVMECFDPNFÊOBODJBMMZ
GFBTJCMF UP QSPWJEF NJDSPÊOBODF
loans to the underbanked, should
banks, facilitated by blockchain and
other emerging technologies, operate
in a lower cost environment.
Les banques qui offrent
leurs services aux
«non-bancarisées »,
en utilisant la technologie pour atténuer
les risques, démontreront un engagement
aussi bien envers les
personnes que les
QSPÊUT$FMBQPVSSBJU
contribuer à corriger
certaines des perceptions négatives des
JOTUJUVUJPOTÊOBODJ±SFT
qui se sont développées depuis la crise
ÊOBODJ±SFHMPCBMFEF
2008/09 – en partie
causée par les banques
qui se sont concentrées
TVSMFTQSPÊUTQMVU¼U
que sur les besoins des
emprunteurs.

Morality and
Responsibility:
Opportunity
Capitalisation and
Risk Management
The ability of a bank to lend
responsibly and fairly contributes to
its reputation, therefore a bank with
high default rates, an inability to
provide access to customer savings,
and aggressive sales or repayment
tactics, may be perceived negatively.
However, a bank that looks to
QSPWJEF ÊOBODJOH UP UIPTF JO OFFE 
provide a truly omni-channel service,
and display a considered but sensible
risk appetite, will be understood as
serving its customer base.
That is why institutions should
look to capitalise on incoming
regulations such as PSD2, which
mandate data sharing and closer
DPMMBCPSBUJPOXJUIÊOUFDIT JOPSEFS
to improve their offering to the
underbanked. An example of an
app that caters to the underbanked
market and could be assimilated
within a larger bank offering is
Squirrel (Squirrel, 2017), which is
designed for low income households

and diverts wages into a special
account without immediate access.
This helps to prevent overspending
through the release of small timely
payments. Furthermore the use of
pre-paid cards such as The Acorns
Card (Acorn Accounts, 2017)
provides banking services without
the ability to enter into unauthorised
debt and with automatic saving
provisions.
Banks that serve the underbanked,
utilising technology to mitigate the
risks associated, will demonstrate
a commitment to people as well as
UPQSPÊUT5IJTNBZIFMQUPBEESFTT
some of the negative perceptions
PG ÊOBODJBM JOTUJUVUJPOT UIBU IBWF
been held since the 2008/09 global
ÊOBODJBM DSJTJT o JO QBSU DBVTFE CZ
banks placing greater emphasis on
revenue rather than the needs of
borrowers. Addressing the needs
of the underbanked could help to
remove the stigma of ‘bad bankers’
(Corrigan, 2008).
This is especially important
as banks play a pivotal role in the
economy and in opportunities
within an individual’s life. The
underbanked who are given access to
ÊOBODF XPVME IBWF BO PQQPSUVOJUZ
to borrow to pay for higher cost
goods and services, such as vehicles
and further education. They would
also have access to secure savings
products and to online banking.
Overall, banks would be providing
an opportunity for the underbanked
to raise their attainment and level
PG ÊOBODJBM TUBCJMJUZ 5IFSF JT BMTP B
moral dimension to this: the credit
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decisions that banks make can
TJHOJÊDBOUMZJNQBDUUIFRVBMJUZPGMJGF
and the opportunities that one may
have.
By responsibly extending fairlyQSJDFE ÊOBODF UP UIF VOEFSCBOLFE 
ÊOBODJBM TFSWJDFT ÊSNT DPVME
give them opportunities to help
themselves.

Conclusion
Technological
improvements
in biometrics can assist with
personal data collection and identity
WFSJÊDBUJPO GPS UIF VOEFSCBOLFE 
who have restricted access to
branch-based banking or who do
not have traditional, and costly,
documentation. The implementation
of blockchain technology can help
to securely manage this digitallycreated identity and provide the
opportunity for collaboration and
data sharing between banks. That
means that different institutions
DPVME BVHNFOU BO JEFOUJUZ QSPÊMF
– thereby removing the burden of
WFSJÊDBUJPOBOEBVUIFOUJDBUJPOGSPN
one bank alone and reducing the
perception that the underbanked are
‘unknown’.

Furthermore, a holistic approach
to credit scoring can help banks
better understand the true riskQSPÊMFPGBOVOEFSCBOLFEDVTUPNFS
by capitalising on the vast array
of personal data collected through
mobile and online interactions.
5IBU XPVME BMMPX ÊOBODJOH UP CF
extended to those in need without
compromising
an
institution’s
ÊOBODJBMTUBCJMJUZ
Finally, we should consider
UIF GVOEBNFOUBM SPMF PG ÊOBODJBM
institutions in society and how the
erosion of trust, thanks to previous
destructive market activity, has
impacted customers. Extending
ÊOBODJOH UP NBOZ PG UIPTF NPTU JO
need, the underbanked, could assist
in improving the reputation and
image of banks. It also provides the
underbanked with an opportunity to
utilise this funding to improve their
own personal circumstances.
All in all, the technology outlined
in this paper can help banks capitalise
on this opportunity whilst mitigating
the associated risks.
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